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Abstract 
An advanced complex fenestration system can utilize uniform daylight. Nonetheless, an inefficient design would increase solar heat 
gain and indoor temperatures, besides uneven light distribution that would cause the "cave effect." Prismatic panels are widely used as 
complex fenestration systems, providing uniform daylight. This paper proposes a computational model that integrates optical principles 
like Snell's law with environmental variables and visualizes the performance of prismatic panels in terms of redirection angle while 
encountering the prism refractive index and geometry at the specified geographic location. The proposed model entails a prismatic panel 
as a daylight system for redirecting daylight. In contrast to detailed modeling needed for simulation in software programs like Radiance, 
this computational tool provides a more straightforward and efficient solution for the initial design of light redirection panels that rely 
on the principle of refraction and evaluate their annual performance based on the angle of deviation. The model's applicability has been 
demonstrated by utilizing various triangular prism design examples with diverse materials in Frankfurt and Helsinki. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by solarlits.com. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). 

 

1. Introduction
Daylighting is a significant indoor environmental concept that 
impacts comfort and residents' well-being [1-3]. Furthermore, it is 
known to be an effective energy-saving inactive method to 
harmonize and coordinate illuminance indoor living spaces where 
a high ROI can be expected [4-6]. A well-designed daylighting 
system can optimize solar radiations, reducing the winter's heating 
and summer's cooling energy consumption and lighting scheme. 
The daylighting system must be adjustable with the windows' 
direction, location configurations, and latitude [7,8]. 

 Various passive and static shading techniques have been 
devised to enhance and balance sunlight in environments [9-14]. 
The static nature of these systems limits their performance, 
particularly in areas with mostly clear skies. On the other hand, 
dynamic sunlight redirection methods show substantially better 
performance [11]. Dynamic automated external shade devices 
reduce natural daylighting and, as a result, raise electric lighting 
demands when turned off [13]. 

Radiance® is a rendering and lighting simulation software that 
was developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 

(LBNL) [15-19]. Previous studies have shown its accuracy using 
the Integrated Environmental Solution [17] and [19] Radiance® 
uses backward raytracing technology to effectively handle indirect 
diffuse light and caustics [20-22]. However, due to advancements 
in light redirection materials, Radiance® may encounter new 
hurdles in its modeling due to its Monte-Carlo backward 
raytracing. At the same time, their specular nature makes them 
impossible to replicate using Radiance® [23,24]. On the other 
hand, Several studies illustrate that there are limitations in the 
selection (flexibility) of material types and geometry [25] due to 
challenges in daylight modeling. 

This paper proposes a computational model based on optics 
laws to demonstrate the annual effect of sunlight redirection 
systems like the prismatic panel (Fig. 1) in hourly time steps with 
primary environmental variables like solar angle while 
encountering material optics nature, specifically refractive index, 
geometry, window direction, and latitude. Moreover, generating 
BSDF from the measured data for input to simulation tools could 
enhance daylight simulation software capabilities like Radiance®. 
However, the resolution of measured and tabulated BSDF data 
needs to match the optical properties of the represented system and 
the respective application. Higher resolution BSDF data is 
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required for a prismatic panel with prominent peaks in the 
scattering distribution than a Lambertian, translucent panel [6].  

 
2. Literature review 
Mirror panels, prismatic or holographic glazing panels, and core 
daylighting systems such as light guides, light pipes, or Fresnel 
lenses linked with fiber optics improve daylighting access and 
connection to the outside; and express variations in illumination 
intensity over time for the area located deeper inside a building, or 
even below ground level. The high cost and space requirements 
for large-scale core daylighting systems are significant drawbacks. 
As a result, they are best suited for new structures and restricted 
retrofit applications when enough daylighting cannot be provided 
using the previously outlined methodologies [26]. Coplanar 
window films, shades, and between-pane daylight-redirecting 
devices have been developed as low-cost alternatives. These 
systems aid in illuminating a building's central areas by Edge 
windows receiving direct sunlight and/or diffuse skylight, which 
is redirected [27]. Since the early 1900s, glazing systems have 
advanced dramatically, ranging from double and triple-glazed 

panels to the production of CFS [28]. A window with prismatic 
panels that directs the light from the outside and throws it deep 
into the space has been used since 1897, and its exemplary 
utilization could be seen in Frank Lloyd Wright's design [28,29]. 
Generally, Prismatic panels are devices made of clear glass or 
acrylic materials that redirect or refract sunbeams [30]. 

Many researchers have demonstrated the prism's ability to 
redirect light [30]. A study conducted solstice-to-solstice field 
testing in an office testbed employing prismatic blinds, dual-zone 
mirrored blinds, transparent diffusing panels, and automated 
motorized blinds. According to the findings of this study, at a 
depth of 3.8m from a south-facing, large-area window, yearly 
lighting energy savings of 62-69 percent were feasible compared 
to a reference example with no lighting controls [31]. The viability 
of generating affordable scalable coatings made from redox-active 
organometallic polymers and self-assembled colloidal crystals 
were tested with electro-actuated metamaterial coatings in a lab 
setting. If implemented, this was reported to offer potential annual 
lighting energy savings [32]. In proposing daylighting and energy 
analysis, multi-sectional facades with prismatic panels on the 
upper side of windows have been examined [33]. Sabry, M 
examined the low-latitude possibilities of a Prismatic total internal 
reflection low-concentration photovoltaics-integrated façade. In 
another experimental study [34], a high-potential prismatic 
glazing application in building curtain walling facades was 
released to improve space heating and cooling while offering 
natural daylighting. Another examination proposed an 
experimental exploration of the redirection of sunlight in terms of 
efficient micro-optics [10]. Another extensive study compared 
four prismatic glass façade options [7]. The study results 
illustrated that Triple glazing with a reverse symmetrical 
rectangular prism has been more effective than blocking direct 
summer radiation while allowing solar heat to pass through during 
winter. Dogan and Stec studied the possibilities of a dynamic dual-
axis daylight redirection prototype to increase daylight availability 
while decreasing lighting energy usage [35]. 

The combination of automatic reflective slats and prismatic 
panels, which may spread daylight across the ceiling and offer 
steady light, has been presented in a study [1]. A new study 
controls the louver tile of a dynamic micro prism foil louver 
according to different sun incident angles to optimize work plane 
illuminance in deep offices' central/rear zone analyzed based on 
simulations[36]. The results revealed that the Automated prismatic 
louver system provides adequate daylight distribution, saving 
electrical energy [37]. Table 1 represents selected literature that 
focuses on prismatic panels and simulations. 

While numerous computational simulation tools analyze the 
behavior of prismatic panels in the building, most of these tools 
are either complex in modeling and simulation or not 
comprehensive in analyzing prismatic panels [38] that, causing 
limited flexibility in choosing materials, location and shape. 
Therefore, this paper proposes a computational model that 
integrates optics principles like Snell's law with environmental 
variables and visualizes the performance of prismatic panels in 
terms of redirection angle while encountering the prism refractive 
index and geometry at the specified geographic location. 
 
 
 
 

Nomenclature 
BSDF Bidirectional scattering distribution function 
CFS Complex fenestration systems 
ROI Return on Investment 
N Day of the year 
CI Local latitude 
β Surface tilt angle from the horizontal 
ZS Azimuth angle 
h Hour angle 
A Prism Angle 
n Prism Refractive Index 
e Prism Refracted Angle 
i Prism Incidence Angle 
δ Angle of Deviation 

 
Fig. 1. Prismatic panel categories. 
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3. Background 
3.1. Solar angles 
The location of the sun in the sky at a specific time of day and year 
must be predicted with some degree of accuracy for most solar 
applications. Besides, the earth's axis of rotation (the polar axis) is 
inclined at a 23.45-degree angle to the ecliptic axis, which is 
normal to the ecliptic plane [39]. In other words, the solar altitude 
angle is between the sun's rays and a horizontal plane, and the solar 

azimuth angle, z, is the angle of the sun's rays measured in the 
horizontal plane from true south in the Northern Hemisphere or 
due north in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 2). Therefore, the 
following is the general expression for the solar incidence angle, 
θ, which is the angle between the sun's rays and the normal surface 
[40].  

𝛿𝛿 = 23.45 sin �360
365

(284 + 𝑁𝑁)�   (1) 

Table 1. A summary of the selected literature with a focus on prismatic panel and simulations. 
Author(s), 
Year 

Simulation Method  
Software 

Analyses period System characterization 

Material Geometry 

[1] Backward Raytracing 
  

 
Radiance 

21st June 
23rd September 
22nd December 

Transparent Materials/Micro 
prism 

 
[2] Experimental  

 
- 

2nd May 
3rd May 
11th May 

Glass & Water 
 

 
[4] five-Phase Daylight 

Simulation 
 
 
- 
 

25th March 
21st June 
23rd September 
22nd December 

Glass & Water 
 

 
[7] Raytracing Calculations   

Tracepro 
21st June 
21st September 
21st December 

Glass/Micro prism 
 

 
[9,10] Raytracing Calculation  

 
ZEMAX 

 
- 

Silicone/Microprism 

 
[12] Mathematical Model/ Ray 

Tracing Model Development  
 
Tracepro 

- 
 

Using A Material with A 
Refractive Index Of (N=1.55 

 
[14] Backward Raytracing 

  
 
Radiance 

21st June 
21st September 
21st December 

Glass & Water 
 

 
[6,16] Backward Raytracing 

 / Experimental 
 
Radiance 

21st June 
21st March 

Glass 

 
[18] Experimental  

- 
 

Mid-summer 
Equinox 
Mid-winter 

Clear Acrylic Plastic 

 
[6] Backward Raytracing 

  
 
Radiance 

All week days of the 
Year 

Glass 

 
[21] Synopsys   

Light tools 8 
21st June 
21st September 
21st December 

Glass & Water 

 
[22] Backward Raytracing 

  
 
Radiance 

21st June 
21st September 
21st December 

Acrylic Panel 
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Cos 𝑖𝑖 = sin 𝐿𝐿 sin 𝛿𝛿 cos β − cos𝐿𝐿 sin 𝛿𝛿 sin𝛽𝛽 cos𝑍𝑍𝑆𝑆 +
cos 𝐿𝐿 cos𝛿𝛿  cos ℎ cos𝛽𝛽 + sin 𝐿𝐿 cos 𝛿𝛿 cosℎ sin𝛽𝛽 cos𝑍𝑍𝑆𝑆 +

cos 𝛿𝛿 sin ℎ sin𝛽𝛽 sin𝑍𝑍𝑆𝑆   (2) 
 

3.2. Optical behavior of a prism 
When a light beam traveling in a transparent medium collides with 
another transparent medium, a portion of the light is reflected from 
the first medium while the remainder enters the second. The 
propagation direction of an obliquely incident beam of light that 
enters the other medium changes. This is known as light refraction, 
allowing the prismatic panel to divert the sunbeam into the depths 
of space. Snell discovered the following refraction laws 
experimentally [41]: 

• At the point of incidence, the incident ray, the refracted ray, 
and the normal to the interface are all in the same plane. 

• The sine of the angle of incidence to the angle of refraction 
ratio is constant. 

The mathematical expression of refraction through a triangular 
prism is represented in the path of light through a triangular prism 
ABC is seen in Fig. 3. the angles of incidence and refraction at the 
first face ab are i and r1, respectively, whereas the angle of 
incidence (from glass to air) and the angle of refraction or 
emergence at the second face ac are r2 and e, respectively. The 
angle of deviation, δ, denotes the angle formed by the emerging 
ray RS and the direction of the incident beam PQ. Applying Snell's 

 
Fig. 2. Solar angles diagram [39]. 
 

 
Fig. 3. A light beam passes through a triangular glass prism. 
 

 
Fig. 4. The optical behavior of a prism. 
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law to each of the two refracting surfaces, where 𝑛𝑛 is the refractive 
index of the prism, would result: 

𝑛𝑛 = sin 𝑖𝑖
sin 𝑟𝑟1

     (3) 

𝑛𝑛 = sin 𝑒𝑒
sin(𝐴𝐴−𝑟𝑟1)

     (4) 

δ =  e + I − A     (5) 
 

4. Method 
The primary goal of the prismatic panel is to redirect sunlight 
upwards. The objective of the panel in a window system is to 
reduce direct solar radiation during the summer by dispersing and 

 
Fig. 5. Proposed model for prismatic panel assessment. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Steps of a proposed computational model in prismatic panel facing south (latitude: 60.17° N). 
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diverting sunlight upwards, improving the homogeneity of 
daylighting inside the area, and redirecting daylight to the depth 
of space (Fig. 4). The proposed model aims to calculate the 
refraction angle of a prismatic form with specified geometry and 
material that diverts incident light from various solar latitudes. 

In order to determine inputs for the computational model, at 
first, the solar altitude angle is calculated annually for an hourly 
time step at any given location using local latitude and a solar 
azimuth (related to the prismatic panel installed window 
orientation) (Fig. 5). At the end of this step, the angle between the 
sunbeam and prism face normal is determined. Secondly, the 
prism incidence angle is compared to the prism's critical angle to 
filter the inputs for agile calculation. Finally, the model will 
determine the refracted angle of the prismatic panel by applying 
the Snell law and calculating refraction. In conclusion, the angle 
of deviation formed by the emerging ray through refraction and 

the direction of the incident ray is the focus of this study to 
represent the performance of the prismatic panel. 

Figure 6 shows the incidence, refracted angles and deviation 
angles of the polycarbonate prismatic panel facing south in 
Helsinki (60.17° N); This is the instance where the solar incidence 
angle and the angle between the sun ray and the prism face normal 
are the same due to the rotation of prisms. The steps below show 
that by applying the primary physics principle described in the 
background section, the computational model could represent the 
annual performance of prismatic panels. 

 
5. Results 
In order to demonstrate various applications of the proposed 
model, the following cases have been evaluated and visualized. 
Frankfurt (50.11° N) and Helsinki (60.17° N) were chosen 
primarily to show how the latitude would affect the prism 
performance. Figure 7 shows the prism result with an angle of 60° 

 
Fig. 7. Annual performance of the prismatic panel in Helsinki and Frankfort. 
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(equilateral triangle) and a refractive index of 1.49 (acrylic 
(PMMA)) facing the true south. The relationship between solar 
altitudes and prism performance in deviation of the incidence 
angle is directly related to the critical angle of the prismatic panel. 
Moreover, the maximum deviation angle is also related to the 
critical angle, and in both locations is 56.11° because this 
parameter is related to prism material. As it is represented, using a 
prismatic panel at a high altitude would result in the total internal 
reflection in the winter.  Therefore, efforts to redirect daylight to 
deeper space would be adverse; as presented in the figure below, 
the prismatic panel redirects beam inside space for less than half 
the time when the sunbeam reaches the window in Helsinki.  
Furthermore, because the angle of deviation is limited due to the 
material redirecting the beam, it would not improve the room's 
daylight, even in the summer, and would only illuminate the 
ceiling near the window. 

Furthermore, the material refractive index in most daylight 
simulations is neglected because of challenges in modeling the 

BSDF, and most simulated cases use backward ray tracing, 
limiting the refractive effect. Besides, the effect of critical angle is 
inevitable, as mentioned above, so the effects of prism materials 
(refractive index) have been presented in Fig. 8, considering all 
the parameters mentioned above. The refractive index of window 
glass, acrylic (PMMA), and polycarbonate (PC) are retrieved from 
[42], and their values are 1.52, 1.49, and 1.59, and the maximum 
deviation angle is 57.78, 56.11, and 63.85, respectively. Since 
changing the material, the critical angle is changing, and the 
number of hours’ prismatic panels refract sunbeam is also 
changing in the same location. Further, when the prismatic panel 
gets evaluated, the time of year that prismatic panels work 
effectively is also an essential criterion.  Optimization based solely 
on the summer or winter solstices would not result in a practical 
design.  The upward redirection or higher angle of deviation 
should be incorporated with a reflective ceiling for well-
illuminated space. 

 
Fig. 8. Annual performance of the prismatic panel with various materials. 
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The prism angles of 60°, 45°, and 30° have been studied, and 
the effect of prism geometry is represented in Fig. 9, assuming the 
acrylic (PMMA) prism faced true south in Helsinki. The effect of 
geometry and the angle of the prism is apparent. While the prism 
with a top angle of 30° represents the limited performance in 
deviation angle, the extent of the time of the year is more 
promising. Overall, the prism geometry has a high impact on 
deviation angle, and in its design processes, the room's interior and 
occupant position in space should be considered. As represented, 
the geometry of the prism is the most influential parameter 
regarding the annual performance. 

 
6. Conclusions 
The findings suggest that prismatic structures can be used in 
modern façade envelopes as a low-cost alternative to other 
daylight systems, and the prismatic panel improves daylight 
distribution inside the space and the daylight levels in deep spaces. 
However, its function is very limited to the material, and its 

geometry and improper design would adversely affect daylight 
illumination. This paper presents a simplistic computational model 
that uses optics concepts with environmental variables to evaluate 
prismatic panels' initial design considering material and geometry 
in the case of Deviation Angle. The advantage of the proposed 
model is the agile evaluation of the performance of the prismatic 
panel annually with hourly time steps. 

The most influential parameter is the prism angle since it is 
directly related to the critical angle that limits the function of the 
prism even if the material remains the same. In general, an 
equilateral triangle represents optimized performance, and as the 
shape of the prism becomes more acute, the lower performance 
can be seen. The other variable that impacts the critical angle of 
the prism is material. Materials' effect on prism performance is the 
degree of deviation and time during the year. In case of deviation, 
the materials with a higher refractive index perform better but are 
limited to the applicable time of the whole year. These effects 
could be inferred more simply in the annual time frame, as shown 

 
Fig. 9. Annual performance of the prismatic panel with various triangular geometries. 
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in the results section that assists the designer in making a holistic 
decision regarding all aspects of the prism and not focusing on a 
specific time of the year for evaluation or specific material 
properties or geometry due to challenges of modeling software. 

The focus of the proposed model was on the triangular prismatic 
panel since their wide use; however, the quadrilateral geometry 
could be the focus of future papers.  Moreover, this paper focuses 
on beam redirection, and the dispersion of light by prisms is not 
considered in the modeling.  This effect is neglected in most 
papers, primarily research focused on raytracing.   Overall, to 
achieve the best daylight performance by the prism, detailed 
modeling is needed for cases like the occupant's location in space 
so that the deviation of the sunbeam does not cause glare. 
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